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OPERATION OF A RADI()-FREQUENCYNUCLEAR SPIN FILTER

by

Gerald G. Ohlsen, Joseph L. McKibben, Ralph R. Stevens, Jr.

George P. Lawrence, and Ned A. Lindsay

ABSTRACT

Details of the constructioriand operation of the nuclear spin filter
in conjunctionwith the Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory Lamb-shift
polarized-ionsource are presented.

.

I. GENERAL ,

This report is one of a series which describes

the design, construction,and operation of the Los

Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) Lamb-shiftpo-

larized negative-ionsource. We report the details

of the radio-frequencyselective quenching device

that we call a nuclear spin filter. This device

transmits metastablehydrogen, deuterium,or trit-

ium atcms only if the nuclear-spinquantum magnetic

number (~) correspondsto the one for which it is

tuned. Atoms with other spin orientationsare

quenched to the ground state. The device provides

(1) a uniform magnetic field parallel to the beam,

(2) a*160&~z radio-frequencyelectric field par-

allel to the beam, and (3) a static electric field

perpendicularto the besm. It depends on the

“three-levelinteraction”phenomenon discoveredby

Lamb and Retherfordland Lamb.
2

A brief sketch of

the theory ha-?.been given in Ref. 3, and a detailed
4

account has been published in a report. A paper

which describes the applicationof the theory to

the selection of the optimal cavity geometry has

been prepared.5 Only those aspects of the device

that are of significanceto the practical implemen-

tation of the method are presented in this report.

The spin filter is indicated schematicallyin

Fig. 1. A uniform magnetic field is provided by

solenoidalwindings. The details of the magnetic

field design have been described6 and will not be

discussedhere. (Ahornogeneityof about iO.2 G at

600 Gin the spin-filterregion, i.e., over a length

of 10 in., is achievedby our design.) The overall

performance of the spin filter can be described in

te~s of the efficiency,~, which is defined as fol-

lows. In an ideal device, according to the three-

level interaction theory, 100% of a beam of a-state

metastable atoms (i.e., 2S
l/2’ ‘J

= +1/2 atoms) with

the selected ml can be transmitted. Several fac-

tors, however, prevent idea performance;~repre-

sents the fraction of a metsstable atoms, with the

desired ml, that are actually transmitted.

The presence of the f level (i.e., the 2P
l/2‘

‘J
= -1/2 level), with the attendent a-f transitions

induced by the transverse dc field, is the major

reason for ~being less than unity. Some secondary

factors that can reduce care (1) the presence of

the e level (i.e., the 2P
1/2‘ ‘J = 1/2 level) with

the attendent a-e transitionsinduced by longitu-

dinal dc field components, (2) unwanted a-f tradi-

tions induced by transverse rf components, and (3)

a variation of the rf or the dc field strength

which is too rapid for the atoms to adiabatically

follow.3-5 These effects can be minimized by the

3
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geometry, as di6-

homogeneity can also

reduce ~; therefore, a number of solenoidal coils

are provided. The main magnetic field Is provided

by COil A (Fig. 1). ‘Iherising and falling fields,

which should have reached low values at a distance

Or %12 in. from either end of the cavity, are pro-

vided by coils Cl and C2, respectively.
6

coil

pairs B1-B2 and E1-E2 provide trim fields which

bring the homogeneity to the required level in the

rf cavity region. The coil pair D1-D2 compensates

for the perturbations (dips) caueedby the 7/8-in.-

thick iron annuli which separate coil A from coils

Cl snd C2.

The featureswhich characterizea good design

for the rf cavity are:

1. The maximum possible transmission,~, for

a-state atoms with the desired m .I
2. Zero transmissionfor all other metastable

atoms.

3. A single design for H, D, or T, atoms.

4. Minimum length.

5. Low sensitivityto magnetic field in hano-

geneity.

6. Simplicity of construction.

The general design that appears to best meet the

above requirementsconsists of a cylindrical cavity

with end pipes, as shown in Fig. 1, operated in the

’010 ‘ode” The cavity is cut into four sectors

and a dc voltage Is applied across one pair. For

good perfommnce, the rf field is required to rise

gradually at each end of the cavity.5 However, the

rate of rise of the rf field strength decreases with

increasing end-pipe dismeter; this suggests the use

of a fairly large diameter. Also, the rate of

quenching loss in the end region varies approxi-

mately as the inverse square of the diameter, so

that a large diameter is again suggested. However,

to adequately contain the rf field, the length of

the end pipe must be at least 2/3 of its dismeter,

so the whole device must be made longer if larger

diameter end pipes are used. (If the end-pipe

length is made shorter than 2/3 of its diameter, the

.

.
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cavity Q will be sensitive to the placement of ex-

ternal objects. If the end-pipe length is made

.

.

shorter than about 1 in., a significant decrease

occurs in the cavity Q.)

The length of the cavity should be kept as

short as possible because the required magnetic-

field homogeneity decreases rapidly with the over-

all length. This decrease arises from two factors.

First, the length of time, t, that the metsstable

atoms are in the cavity is shorter for a shorter

cavity, and second, the rf and dc field strengths

required for a shorter cavity are both greater.

The increased dc field increases the three-level

resonance line width and, thus, there is less in-

trinsic sensitivityto magnetic-fieldinhomogeneity.

For a given inhomogeneity,the transmissionloss

fra this cause varies somewhat faster than linearly

with cavity length. If the cavity gets too short,

however, adiabatic losses will become serious.

II. CAVITY DESIGN

Extensive numerical studies of the system of

differentialequations that describe the four-level
4,5

sys tern resulted in a cavity configurationwhich .

has a 6-in.-long centrcd section, a l&in. overall

length, and a 3-in.-diam.end pipe. A section

beveled at h5° connects the large and tne small di-

ameter sections. The cavity is cut into four quad-

rants; the (adjustable)width of the slot between

quadrants is approximatelyl/~ in. when the cavity

is tuned to 1609 MSZ (correspondingto a central

region diameter of 5.7’7 in.). The four quadrants

are insulated from the support ring; the dc voltage

is applied symmetricallyto an opposing pair. The

rf cavity is shown in Fig. 2.

The resonant frequency, f, for a TMOlo mode is

controlledsolely by the radius, a, of the cylinder

and is given by f = c/(2.61a),where c is the veloc-

ity of light. For the present cavity, which does

not operate in a TM
010

mode, but rather in a 11.1
o1o-

like mode, we find that f = c/(2.54a),or about

2.6% higher than the TMOIO frequency for a particu-

lar radius. This relation was observed to hold

over a range of about 150 MHz. The end openings,

not the longitudinalslots, are primarily respon-

sible for this frequency shift.

The end sections are 2 in. long and 3 in. in

diameter. These sections operate as wave guides

Fig. 2. Photograph of the rf cavity.

below cutoff7 and, therefore, the rf field drops

rapidly to zero in the end-pipe region. However,

it was found that a 2-in. or greater length was

required to adequately contain the rf power. As

mentioned above, a shorter length leads to some

power loss, lowered Q, and a sensitivity to the

placement of surroundingmetal objects. Even with

2-in. end pipes, no metal should be allowed closer

than ~1/2 in. to the cavity end. In the present

design, the closest metal parts are the coils El

and E2, where the spacing is about l-1/b in. Plas-

tic and other nonmetal parts are not as undesirable

as metal, but still contribute an unacceptable load-

ing effect and should be eliminated.

Three rf properties of the cavity are of in-

terest. Firat, the shape of the rf field strength

vs the position on the axis should be known, Sec-

ond, the Q of the cavity determines the required

frequency stability and power level of the oscil-

lator. Third, the absolute value of the rf fields

in terms of a measurable power level should be

known.

The rf field profile can be measured by using
8

the Slater perturbation theorem, which states that

the frequency of a cavity will be shifted when an

object is placed within it, according to the formula

k J(POH2-COE2)d~
6=

4U s

where 6 is the fractional frequency change; k is a

constant that depends on the geometry of the

5



perturbing obJect (= 3 for a sphere); PO, H, co,

end E have their usual electrodynami.cmeanings; and

U is the total electromagneticenergy in the cavity.

The integral is carrl.e~out over the volume of the

perturbing obJect. The fields

are given by E= = EoJo(kr) end

JIJo
where rl= ‘=377 fl,andk=c

o

In a pure TMOIO mode

E
H+ = ~J1(kr),

2.405/a, where a is

the cavity radius. All other field componentsaxe

zero. Thus, along the axis, H is zero and ?32has
$

the constant value Eo. If tbe perturbing object is

small enough to allow E(r,z) to be regarded as con-

stant over its volume, AT, we obtain

ThuE, the

portional

-3 co E2AT
6=

4U “

relative electric field strength is pro-

to the square root of the frequency shift.

The measured axial.rf field distribution,normal-

ized to unity at the cavity center, is shown in

Fig. 3. A 3/8-in.-diam.braas ball suspended on

a taut nylon line wss used to make the measurements.

The absolutepower level may also be obtained

by using the above formula. The unloaded Q of the

cavity, denoted by Qo, is defined by

Qo=+

where W is the power loss in the cavity, u is the

angular frequency,end U is again the electromag-

netic energy content of the cavity. Using this, we

ioL------
-6 -4 -2 2 4 6

Z(lNCiHES)

CAVITYOUTLINE

Fig. 3. Variation of the rf field strength with
axial position. Note the cavity outline.

6

obtain from the perturbation fonsula

-3 UCOF?AT
6=

4WQ0 ‘

which can be written as

-4WQ
E2 =

3UCO:T “

(inksunits), this beccanes

E2 =80WQo~.

At the center of the cavity,we observed a frequen-

cy decrease of 1.617 MHz at an operating frequency
-4

of 1608.8 MHz. Thus, AX = A(Af/f) = 1.875x1o m.

The volume of the probe, AT, weB 4.524x10-7m3, so

AA/AT = 414.4 m-2. Finally, then, we obtain

E(V/cm) = 1.820 ~QoW (watts) .

The

the

cavity Q. can be obtained from the loaded Q by

relation

QO=Q(1+61+82),

where B1 Ls the coupling parameter between the cav-

ity and the equivalentgenerator that drives it,

and where B2 is the coupling parameter between the

cavity and an external load. In this case, the

external load consists of a pickup loop connected

to a thermistor-typepower meter and also to a

crystal detector. The area of tbe drive loop was

adJusted until 81 % 1. This was accanplishedby

measuring the forward going and returning power in

the drive line by means of a dual directional cou-

pler and a thermistor-typepower meter; the area of

the drive loop was adJuated until the returning

power was minimum. Power reflection less than 0.1$

was easily attainable;this correspondsto a

voltage-standing-waveratio of %1.06. The area of

the pickup drive loop was adjusted until a conven-

ient power level for measurementwas obtained. The

loop size has been adjusted several times, but an

adjustmentsuch that the power meter reada 12$ of

the total power being fed into the cavity is con-

venient. The pickup loop calibration factor is

.

.

I

,
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determinedby first feeding power directly into the

(properlyterminated)thermistorpower-meterhead,

and then through the cavity and pickup loop into the

power-meterhead, taking care that the drive loop

tr~smits ELI.Iof the applied power (i.e., 61 = 1).

The power ratio, measured as just described,is
.
related to the coupling coefficientsf31and 62 by

c1
the transmissionformula”

P 4$1$2
T=+=

o (1+61+62)2 ‘

where P~ is the power delivered through the cavity

to a load and P. is the power available, at the

cavity input, to a matched load. If @l = 1, we csn

solve this equation for !32. We find

Ji32=2[(4#) ~ (+2- 11 .

which, for the solution that correspondsto t32< 1,

A for small T.gives 82 % ~-T Thus, since T % 0.88,

$2 %0.14. We now have all the informationre-

quired to relate the loaded-cavityQ to Qo: nsme-

IY, Q. = 2.14 Q. The half-power points of the

system are found to be 175 kHz apart, so that Q =

1608/0.175% 9,200 and, therefore, Q. = 19,’700. We

finally obtain

E(V/cm) = 255 Ai (watts) ,

where W is the actual rf power in the cavity; that

is, W = (1.0-0.12)/0.12times the power indicated

by the power meter connected to the pickup loop.

The drive and pickup loops are shown in Fig. 4.

They consist of ordinary BNC panel-mount female con-

nectors with copper-wireloopssoldered to the center

.

Fig. 4. Photograph of the drive snd pickup loops.
The scale is in cm.

pin and to the body of the connector. The loop

assemblies can be easily removed; in fact, pickup

loops which remove various fractions of the power

can be prGcalibratedand interchangedas desired.

In adj&ting the drive-loop area, it is possi-

ble to determinewhether the loop is too large

(overcoupled)or too small {undercoupled) from the

nature of the standing-wavepattern. However, it

is probably simpler to start with a large loop and

reduce the effective area, while observing the re–

fleeted power, by turning the connector to couple

to fewer and fewer H lines in the cavity. After a

few iterations,the correct loop size can be found.

The cavity is cut into four sectors snd a vol-

tage is applied across an opposing pair (which do

not contain either the drive loop or the pickup

loop) to provide the required transverse dc field.

The calculated shape of the dc field along the cav-

ity axis is shown in Fig. 5. Two-dimensionalgeom–

etry was used for the calculation. The approximate

variation of the electric field over the cross sec–

tion of the beam is shown in Fig. 6. This figure

is based on calculations9 of the fields produced by

a symmetricallybiased, infinitely long, four-sector

gemnetry. The maximum diameter of the metastable

bean in our apparatus is about 1-1/2 in.; the dc

electric field has good uniformity over this region.

The rf electric field varies, for a TMOlo mode, ss

Jo(2.@5r/a); for r = 0.I’5in. end a = 2.88 in.,

the rf field strength has 91% of its axial value.

The rf electric and magnetic field amplitudes vs

‘afiu’ “ ‘or a ’010
mode are shown in Fig. 7.

It is interesting to ccxnparethe observed

2.0 1 I 1 1 [ 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1

4

o I 1 1 I 1 ! I ! 1 1 1 1 I

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
Z(INCHES)

Fig. 5. Variation of the dc field strength with
axial position. Note the cavity outline.
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value of Q. with the expected value for a !13t010

mode. The theoreticalQ. of such a cavity may be

written10

Qo = &f%iT ‘mm ‘ode)$

/

lJo
where n = —= 377 52, a is the cavity radius, h isc

o

the cavity length, and Rs is the surface resistiv-

ity of the catity material. For silver, as used

‘7 fin, where f is the operatinghere, Rs = 2.52x1o

frequency. Fora=2.88in., h=6in., andf

1.6x109/see,we obtain Q. = 30,400. Thus, our

tua.1Q. is about 65% of the ideal !U.lOlovalue.

Some of this difference is undoubtedlybecause

.

ac-

Ou.r

rla

Fig. ~. Graph of Jo(kr) and Jl(kr) vs r/a, where a
is the cavity radius, end k = 2.h05/a. The rf elec-
tric field z component varies as Jo(kr), while the
rf magnetic field $ component varies as Jl(kr).

cavity does not resonate with a mode precisely like

a ’010 ‘ode”
We followed the standard practice

of plating the copper cavity surface with silver,

with a thin layer of rhodium,applied over the sil-

ver for corrosionprotection. Our experienceindi-

cates that bare copper ia about u good as plated

copper.

III. SYSTEM DRSIGN

Tbe cavity was installed In acco~dancewith

the block diagram presented in Fig. 8. A 1O-W,

1.609-MHzoscillator (Trak Microwave Corp., Tampa,

Fla., Model 2975-1033) fu.rmishesthe rf power. A

schematic of the oscillator dc supply ia given in

Fig. 9. A ferrite isolater (Microlab/FXR,Living-

ston, N. J., Model N1578) prevents reflected power,

which can be appreciablewhen the cavity is off

resonance, from interactingwith the source. Power

is removed for frequencycounting by means of a

directional coupler (Hewlett-PackardModel 796D) and

countedwith a frequency converter (Hewlett-Packard

Model 5254B) feeding a 50-MHz frequency counter

(Hewlett-PackardModel 5245L). In our initial.aetu~

thi6 was followedby a variable attenuator (Hewlett-

Packard Model 394A); the power was then sent to the

cavity by means of %35 ft of RG-8 cable (total

attenuationabout 6 dB). Power fran the pickup loop

was sent through 35 ft of RG-8 cable to the thermis-

tor-type power meter (Hewlett-PackardModel 478A

thermistormount and Model 431C power meter) for

monitoring. The power-level reading gives all the

information required to obtain correct tuning of

the oscillator and sJ.soto monitor the absolute cav-

ity power level, as discussed above.

Several.difficultieswith this simple initial

system became quickly apparent. Nrat, thermal

effects were sufficientlylarge that the oscillator

had to be retuned every few minutes.
‘or a ’010

mode, 6f/f~ 6a/a; that is, the fractional fre-

quency change varies as the linear expansion coeffi-

cient. For brass, this coefficient is about 20

ppm/°C; thus, about 30 kHz/°C is expected. ‘fherme.l

drifts of at least 10”C occur in the cavity region,

but with much longer time constants then a few min-

utes. Investigationshowed that the oscillator it-

self was the most unstable element. The inatebility

was reduced by mounting the oscillator in a heavy

aluminum enclosurewhich acted es a thermal buffer.

.
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Although this improved the situation greatly, end

the system was used this way for some time, we felt

that frequencystabilizationby electronicmeans

was desirable. Fortunately,a commercialunit

(TeltronicsInc., Neshua, N. H., Model NSLP) was

availablewhich could handle the job. ‘Ibisunit

modulates the drive frequencyby applicationof a

70-kHz signal to the grid of the Trak oscillator.

The signal transmittedthrough the cavity is de-

tected by means of a crystal detector and the unit

derives a correctionsignal by comparing the ~0-kHz

modulationwave to the detected 70-kHz wave. No

modification of the commercialunit was required.

When this device is used, the power transmittedby

the cavity must be d.itidedbetween a crystal de-

tector end the thermistor detector. A 3-dB splitter

is used for this purpose (Microlab/FXRModel 02-

2TN). We are using a very sensitive tunnel diode-

type crystal (Electro/Data,Inc., Garland, Tex.,

Model D-n). This detectorhea a sensitivity such

that about 75 mV is delivered into a 1000-Clload

with an input power of 0.15 mW. (The signal level

required to operate the frequency stabilizer is

approximateXf75 rev.)

The power coming fras the cavity pickup loop

is about l/7 of the power in the cavity and, thus,

the minimum cavity power at which the frequency

stabilizer is usable is %7 x 2 x 0.15 mW,or 2.1 mki.

The factor 2 arises from the 3-dB splitter that

divides the power between the crystal and the therm-

istor. This correspondsto an rf field strength of

%11 V/cm, which is approximatelythe correct oper-

ating level. We consider it desirable,however,

that fields as low es 5 V/cm be attainable,even

though theory indicates that field strengths be-

tween 10 and 20 V/cm are required.

Larger signals for regulation can be obtained

by increasing the size of the pickup loop. However,

this will decrease the maximum power available in

the cavity. Fields as high es several hundred V/cm

are needed to guarantee full quenching of all meta-

steble atoms. With the minimum attenuationin the

attenuator (6 dB) and the 6 dB of unavoidable losses

in the drive line, together with the fact that the

oscillator sometimes puts out less then its rated

power, the availablepower was found to be marginal

(~300 mW), even with only 1.2%loss to the detector.

Since the frequencystabilizationunit will operate

with %1/4 of the design signal.level, the above

arrangementis operable to about 5 V/cm and, there-

fore, is usable. Hcnrever,for increased flexibil-

ity, we inserted an amplifier (gain of 10) between

the crystal and the frequency stabilizer unit.

This amplifier is an integral part of the amplitude

stabilizationunit discussed in Sec. IV.

IV. AMPLITUDE SWITCHING AND STABILIZATION

When the spin-filtermegnetic field is near

the value for which the electron cyclotron fre-

quency correspondsto the 1609-MHz cavity frequency

(%575 G), significantpower absorption occurs.

This is of no consequence for hydrogen atom oper-

ation, where the two resonances are at %535 O (mI

= 1/2) snd&05 G (mI = -1/2). However, it is a

major inconveniencefor deuterium atoms, where the

resonances occur at *565 G (~ = 1), ~57’5G (mI =

O), and %585 G (mI = -l). ‘I%isabsorption occurs

over at least a 1O-G range, so that it has some

effect on the operationwith ~ = *1, and it h~ a

very large effect on m = O operation.
I The extent

of the absorption, which goes as high es 98%, also

depends on the intensity and character of the

,chargedbeam entering the spin filter; thus, the

loading effect is expected to be time-dependent.

For the above reason, end also because of the

slow drifts in the power output of the oscillator,

we decided that a power-levelingdevice would be

useful, especiallywhen the ion source goes Into

routine operation. It is also desirable to provide

a means for rapidly switching the power level be-

tween two selectable levels, the first for ordinary

operation (ml mW in the cavity), and the second for

full quenching of the metaatable beam (>300 mW in

the cavity). The beam polarizationis directly

related to the ratio of the output ion currents

obtained from the source under these two con~-

tions.11 Prior to constructionof the device about

to be described, this power-level switching function

was accomplishedwith a fixed attenuatorwhich was

mechanically switched,with coaxial switches, from

just before the drive loop to just beyond the plck-

Up loop. If a 20-dB attenuatorwere used, for

exemple, the cavitY Power level would change by a

factor of 100 while the power-meter reading would

remain about constant. Thus, the operator could

maintain proper tuning on either setting.

10



The rf power-levelingsystem uses PIN diode

modulators (l[ewlett-1-’ackardModel 33000A) before

and after the cavity. It allows switching between

high and low set,tings,and power leveling in either

setting. Ne~ 575 G, power leveling in the high

setting is generally not possible because sufficient

power is not available.

The circuit operates bs?sicallyas follows (Fig.

lo). The output attenuator is operatedwith a fixed

bias current, switchable from high to low setting

with SW 1, so that it operates as a fixed attenu-

ator. The power level, as measured by the diode

detector, is compared to the desired reference

level, and an appropriatecorrectionis generated

if these do not agree. A 1OO-HZ 1OW-PSSS filter is

incorporatedinto the system to avoid difficulty

with control-looposcillations,and also to avoid

interactionwith the 70-kHz modulation imposed by

the frequencystabilizer. Unfortunately,this

causes the system to respond too slowly to adjust to

trsnsient phenomena inducedby sparks.

The bias amplifier and low-pass filter in the

output modulator control circuit do not serve any

function at present, but were included for flexibil-

ity before the exact requirementswere known. It

would be possible, for example, to modulate the

cavity power by applying a suitable signal to this

branch of the system.

The drive circuitsmust deliver up to 200 mA

(i.e., Up to the maximum rated bias current for the

modulators). A current meter measures each of these

currents; these serve mainly as indicatorsso that

one can e~ily recognizewhich state the system is

in (i.e., “high” or “low” power), and whether or not

appreciableloading effects are present.

Figure 11 show a detailed schematic of the

circuit. The dc power supplies used in the device

are described in Table I. All differential ampM-

fiers are inexpensiveunits with an open-loop gain

-h+qD-u’-
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of the switching and level-
ing circuit.

of 2300 snd an open-loop bandwidth of 1.1 MHz

(FairchildSemiconductor,Mountain View, Calif.,

Model 712C).

The main control switch has four positions. In

position 1, a relay, which shunts all of the rf pow–

er into a dummy load, is closed. The resulting zero

cavity power is useful for studying the spin-filter

efficiency,~. Position 2 correspondsto the low

,rfsetting, position 3 correspondsto the high rf

setting, and position 4 correspondsto “maximum

power,” in which the input attenuator is biased for

minimum attenuation. Of course, no regulation is

possible in position 4 since the modulator is fully

hissed. After the system is operating, adjustment

of the power level over a small range (a factor of

2 or 3) is best accomplishedwith the potentiometer,

the output of which connects to the frequencysta-

bilizer (potentiometerNo. 5 in Fig. 10). The role

of switch positions ‘2and 3 can be reversed by

interchangingthe adjustmentsof potentiometers

and 3 with those of 2 and 4. Considerablecare

required when setting up to avoid exceeding the

maximum power ratings of the attenuators and of

power measurement devices.

TASLE I: dc POWER SUPPLIES

Msx Cur Ripple Regulation
Manufacturer No (MA) Volt%e l?l- (%)Q—

Electronic Research”p TR5A 200 5-1o 0.05 0.5

Electronic Research TR1OA 200 10-20 0.5 0.5

Electronic Research TR20A 150 20-30 0.05 0.5

t
ElectronicResearch Associates, Inc., Cedar Grove, N. J.

1

is

the
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